ARM U110 Foundations of Officership 1 SH
Introduces students to issues and competencies that are central to a commissioned officer’s responsibilities. Establishes a framework for understanding officership that includes leadership, army values, and “life” skills such as land navigation and time management. Provides insight into the army profession and the officer’s role in the army. Coreq. ARM U111.

ARM U111 Foundations of Officership Lab 1 SH
Accompanies ARM U110. Introduces basic soldier skills and introduces squad-level tactical operations in Leadership Lab. Students also participate in physical fitness training three days per week. Coreq. ARM U110. Prereq. ROTC program only.

ARM U120 Basic Leadership 1 SH
Expands upon fundamentals introduced in ARM U110 and broadens the introduction to the army and leadership skills needed by an officer. Introduces oral and written communication skills, problem-solving techniques, and goal setting. Coreq. ARM U121.

ARM U121 Basic Leadership Lab 1 SH
Accompanies ARM U120. Introduces basic soldier skills and introduces squad-level tactical operations in Leadership Lab. Students also participate in physical fitness training three days per week. Coreq. ARM U120. Prereq. ROTC program only.

ARM U130 Map Reading and Land Navigation 1 SH
Explores the fundamentals of map reading and land navigation. Offers students the opportunity to locate and explain legend information in order to identify topographical symbols on a military map. Topics include plotting and measuring directional azimuths, converting azimuths, identifying terrain features, and locating unknown points using intersection and resection techniques. Covers how to navigate in unfamiliar terrain using a map and compass; skills essential for National Advanced Leadership Camp. Coreq. ARM U131.

ARM U131 Map Reading and Land Navigation Lab 1 SH
Accompanies ARM U130. Exercises the skills developed in ARM U130 in an outdoor environment in Leadership Lab. Students also participate in physical fitness training one to three days per week. Coreq. ARM U130 (if enrolled in the Army ROTC program). Prereq. ROTC program only.

ARM U301 Individual Leadership Studies 3 SH
Offers students the opportunity to identify successful leadership characteristics through observation of others and self through experiential learning exercises. Students record observed traits (good and bad) in a dimensional leadership journal and discuss observations in small group settings. Prereq. ROTC program only.

ARM U302 Leadership and Teamwork 3 SH
Examines how to build successful teams, various methods for influencing action, effective communication in setting and achieving goals, the importance of timing the decision, creativity in the problem-solving process, and obtaining team buy-in through immediate feedback.

ARM U501 Leadership and Problem Solving 4 SH
Gives students the opportunity to conduct self-assessment of leadership style, develop personal fitness regimen, and learn to plan and conduct individual/small-unit tactical training while testing reasoning and problem-solving techniques. Students receive direct feedback on leadership abilities. Prereq. Basic course or equivalent military experience: prior service, JROTC, USAR, ARNG, ROTC, Leader’s Training course.

ARM U502 Leadership and Ethics 4 SH
Examines the role communications, values, and ethics play in effective leadership. Topics include ethical decision making, consideration of others, spirituality in the military, and Army leadership doctrine. Emphasis is on improving oral and written communication abilities. Prereq. ARM U501.

ARM U503 American Military History 4 SH
Focuses on the employment of the armed forces while examining the underlying factors that affected warfare, starting in the seventeenth century. Begins with European warfare and concludes with the issues facing the United States military today. Provides significant coverage of military operations and innovations to warfare. Encourages new ideas, thoughts, and creative discussion from students. Prereq. ARM U120.

ARM U504 Contemporary Army Operations 2 SH
Introduces the roles and organization of the United States Army’s Active, Reserve, and National Guard components. Uses these concepts as building blocks to discuss United States Army doctrine and tactics, and examines recent and ongoing military operations around the world. Prereq. ARM U120.

ARM U506 Leadership and Management 4 SH
Develops student proficiency in planning and executing complex operations, functioning as a member of a staff, and mentoring subordinates. Students explore training management, methods of effective staff collaboration, and developmental counseling techniques. Prereq. ARM U506.

ARM U601 Leadership and Problem Solving 4 SH
Covers case study analysis of military law and practical exercises on establishing an ethical command climate. Students complete a semester-long Senior Leadership Project that requires them to plan, organize, collaborate, analyze, and demonstrate their leadership skills. Prereq. ARM U502.
ARM U901 Independent Military Studies 2 SH
Offers independent study under direction of department staff. Intended for terms abroad. Students research the organization, characteristics, and mission of the military forces of the country where they are studying abroad. Emphasis is on recent and current operations in a regional and/or global context as well as engagement activities with the United States military. Prereq. Basic course or equivalent military experience: prior service, USAR, ARNG, ROTC, Leader's Training Course.